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Structural Determination of an Unusual CuI-Porphyrin-p-Bond in a
Hetero-Pacman Cu-Zn-Complex
Michael Marquardt, Beatrice Cula, Vishal Budhija, Andr8 Dallmann, and
Matthias Schwalbe*[a]
Abstract: The synthesis and characterization of a heterodinuclear compound is presented, in which a copper(I)
trishistidine type coordination unit is positioned directly
above a zinc porphyrin unit. The close distance between
the two coordination fragments is secured by a rigid xanthene backbone, and a unique (intramolecular) copper
porphyrin-p-bond was determined for the first time in the
molecular structure. This structural motif was further analyzed by temperature-dependent NMR studies: In solution
at room temperature the coordinative bond fluctuates,
while it can be frozen at low temperatures. Preliminary reactivity studies revealed a reduced reactivity of the copper(I) moiety towards dioxygen. The results adumbrate
why nature is avoiding metal porphyrin-p-bonds by fixing
reactive metal centers in a predetermined distance to
each other within multimetallic enzymatic reaction centers.

The enzyme cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) is the biological version of a fuel cell converting dioxygen in a four-electron reduction selectively to two molecules of water with concomitant
energy release to drive the translocation of protons across the
cell membrane.[1] The cooperative interaction of an iron porphyrin unit (cytochrome a3) and a copper trishistidine unit
(CuB) ensures that no reactive oxygen species, such as hydrogen peroxide, are released during this process.[2] The careful
adjustment of the distance between the two metal centers
that activate the substrate is crucial for the selectivity of the reaction.
Inspired by this biological blueprint many groups put a lot
of effort into designing molecular compounds that resemble
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tion mechanism and, on the other hand, to develop suitable
catalysts.[3] The construction of hetero-dinuclear compounds is
often tedious and involves multiple reaction steps. Intermolecular systems composed of an iron porphyrin unit and a copper
tris-histidine type coordination unit were easier to obtain but
showed considerable different reactivity pattern.[3b, c, 4] The fixed
distance between the two metal ions in the enzymatic dinuclear reaction center varying between 4.9 and 5.2 a seems to
be very important for the selectivity of the oxygen reduction
reaction.[4a, 5] A dangling phenol unit (tyrosine substituent) was
also determined to be of crucial importance for proton delivery, that is, proton-coupled electron transfer.[6]
One of the first artificial intramolecular systems to resemble
the CcO were developed by Collman et al. and were based on
capped or uncapped picket-fence porphyrins.[7] Boitrel and coworkers extended this work to, for example, quinolinoyl picket
iron porphyrins that were efficient four-electron reduction catalysts for the reduction of dioxygen to water with or without a
copper ion in the distal site.[8] These results put into question if
the copper center is essential for the catalytic activity. However, the compound architecture also puts steric congestion
around the metal center(s) that might hamper dioxygen
uptake and in doing so majorly influences the rate determining step, so that mononuclear, iron-based, O2 activation is facilitated.
Karlin and co-workers designed and synthesized a number
of less constrained dinuclear iron copper model complexes in
which the proximate copper ion had a clear positive effect on
the activation of dioxygen.[9] Intramolecular systems were
based on an iron porphyrin tethered to a copper polypyridyl
subunit (with or without another axial ligand; see Figure 1 for
two examples). Indeed, depending on the ligand architecture,
different m-peroxo intermediates after O2 activation could be
determined in their studies.[10] Similarly, Naruta and co-workers
reported on the O2 reactivity of dinuclear iron copper complexes, in which a porphyrin unit is either tethered to a tetradentate N4 copper chelate or a tridentate N3 copper chelate
with or without a crosslinked histidine-tyrosine mimic (see
Figure 1 for one example).[11]
In the latter examples and in CcO the initial activation of dioxygen takes place at a reduced copper center. It is, however,
important to note that there are copper(I) compounds that are
rather air-stable and show no or considerably decreased reactivity towards O2. The reason for the reduced reactivity was
either related to steric crowding or shielded metal frontier orbitals.[12] In addition, Itoh and co-workers investigated dioxy-
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olyl)-5,15-dimesitylporphyrinato zinc(II) (5) in a Pdcatalyzed reaction to give metalloligand LZn in good
yield. Addition of a copper(I) source gives title compound CuLZn in basically quantitative yield.
It has to be pointed out that the crucial step in
the synthetic procedure is the substitution reaction
of 3 to obtain 4. This reaction has been performed
straight-forward with a dibenzofuran backbone instead of a xanthene backbone.[12a] However, the
same conditions only led to minor formation of the
Figure 1. Structure of Fe-Cu model compounds as CcO mimics from Karlin and co-workers (A[9c] and B[9d]) and Naruta and co-workers (C,[11c] Mes = mesityl group).
desired product. Careful optimization of the reaction
conditions resulted in formation of 4 in about 70 %
yield, but only when the concentration of 3, choice
of base (5 equivalents NaH), solvent (THF), and reaction time
gen activation with compounds possessing copper(I)-arene
p-interactions of h2-type, including pyridylalkylamine tridentate
(three days reflux) were chosen properly. Variation of these paligands with appended phenylethylene substituents, and
rameters caused a strong drop in isolated yield (Table S1). Simifound diminished reactivity.[13]
larly, several attempts had to be carried out before the optiThus, different molecular architectures can lead to very difmized Suzuki–Miyaura cross coupling conditions to synthesize
ferent dioxygen activation patterns. There are still only few exLZn had been obtained (Table S2).
amples of hetero-dinuclear model compounds known to fully
The purity of all new compounds was confirmed by NMR
understand the prerequisites necessary for a defined oxygen
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (see Supporting Informaactivation/reduction in this type of catalyst. The used linkers so
tion). Furthermore, it was possible to obtain crystals of LZn as
far are rather flexible, and the influence of a more rigid linker
well as (CuLZn)PF6 that were suitable for X-ray crystallographic
is not well described in literature. Inspired by the work on coanalysis (Table S3); the molecular structures in the solid state
facial diporphyrins, that is, Pacman compounds,[14, 3b] we were
are shown in Figure 3.
interested if a xanthene backbone would lead to a well-defined ligand architecture with the appropriate metal to metal
distance to give a new class of CcO mimics and possible
oxygen activating molecules.
We here present a hetero-dinuclear compound that shows a
unique porphyrin(C=C) p-bond to copper(I), which has never
been described before. Surprisingly, the compound shows a
strongly retarded reactivity towards dioxygen. The results from
this work will not only be important for the design of future
hetero-dinuclear compounds but will also be of interest to the
biological community in that it provides evidence that nature
Figure 3. Molecular structures of LZn (left, only one independent molecule
chose the metal coordination environment in precisely the
within the unit cell shown) and CuLZn (right); hydrogen atoms, counter ions
I
way to circumvent a Cu -porphyrin-p-bond.
and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity (except for a THF moleThe synthesis of title compound CuLZn is outlined in the Supcule coordinating as axial ligand to the zinc center in CuLZn). Further structurporting Information. Briefly, 4-bromo-5-amino-2,7-di-tert-butylal information is given in the Supporting Information.
9,9-dimethylxanthene (3) is obtained from 4,5-dibromo-2,7-diThe 1H NMR spectrum of LZn at room temperature shows a
tert-butyl-9,9-dimethylxanthene in a three-step procedure and
further reacted with two equivalents of 2-(chlormethyl)pyridine
very symmetric signal pattern (Figure 4 and Figure S5), indicatto give 4-bromo-5-(N,N-bis(pyridin-2-yl-methyl)-amino)-2,7-diing that both pyridyl arms are magnetically equivalent. Surpristert-butyl-9,9-dimethylxanthene (4) (Figure 2 and Scheme S1).
ingly, the molecular structure shows the coordination of one
Latter is combined with 10-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborpyridyl arm to the zinc ion in the porphyrin macrocycle. The

Figure 2. Abbreviated synthesis route towards [CuLZn]PF6 : a) NaH, 2-(chlormethyl)pyridine, THF, reflux, 3 days, 70 % yield; b) 5, Pd(PPh3)4, Cs2CO3, toluene, 90 8C,
24 h, 65 % yield; c) [Cu(CH3CN)4]PF6, CH3CN, room temperature, 24 h, > 90 % yield.
Chem. Eur. J. 2021, 27, 3991 – 3996
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bond distances and angles, especially around the square pyramidal coordinated zinc ion, are furthermore not exceptional
and reported in the Supporting Information, Figure S23. It
seems that only in the solid state the specific coordination of
one pyridyl arm occurs while it fluctuates in solution. In order
to test this hypothesis, we performed temperature dependent
1
H NMR spectroscopy studies on LZn in CD2Cl2 solutions (Figures 4 and S15).
At room temperature there are 22 magnetically nonequivalent proton signals. The highest shift is observed for the single
proton in meso-position of the porphyrin (10.21 ppm) followed
by the signals related to the protons in b-position of the porphyrin macrocycle (Ha–Hd ; complete numbering Scheme in Figure S5). The signals corresponding to the protons of the pyridyl substituents are markedly shifted to higher field because of
the aromatic ring current of the nearby porphyrin macrocycle
causing, for example, the signal for H1 (proton next to the pyridyl nitrogen) to appear at an unusual shift of 4.80 ppm (see
also Figures S5–7). Most striking is the strong shift to higher
field of the signal for the protons of the methylene groups of
the pyridin-2-yl-methyl substituents to 0.73 ppm, while they
appear at 4.70 ppm in 4. Upon cooling, coalescence is observed at about @40 8C (Figure S15), and at @80 8C a new
signal set is appearing that is not as symmetric as has been
observed at room temperature. There are two distinguishable
sets of signals for the pyridyl substituents now, that can be assigned with the help of 2D NMR experiments, such as exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) (Figures 4 and S16). Thus, the
former single signal for H1 at 4.80 ppm developed into two
new signals at 8.07 and 1.33 ppm, that is, a difference of
almost 7 ppm! The first signal is in the expected region for a
pyridyl proton without intermolecular interactions, while the
region for the second signal is very unusual. Furthermore, the
single signal for the four methylene protons at 0.73 ppm splits
up into four signals at 1.97, 1.44, 0.92, and @1.59 ppm (chemical shifts taken from the EXSY spectrum, Figure S16), which
partially overlap with other signals in this region.

Clearly, this behavior is a result of the coordination of one
pyridyl arm to the zinc ion, as observed in the solid-state structure. Alternatively, strong p–p-interaction between the porphyrin unit and one pyridyl substituent might be envisioned, but
this should not result in such strong shifts. As can be seen in
the molecular structure of LZn, the (coordinated) bis(pyridinylmethyl) fragment (Figure S23) causes the mesityl substituents
to become magnetically inequivalent explaining the splitting
of the former symmetric porphyrin related signal set(s), that is,
for the mesityl substituents and b-protons, at low temperature.
Such an intramolecular coordinative bond between a pyridyl
arm and a zinc porphyrin has rarely been observed,[15] but has
similarly been shown for pyridyl iron(porphyrinato) compounds
by others.[9b, d]
In case of CuLZn the molecular structure determined by X-ray
crystallography shows an uncommon copper(I)-porphyrin(C=C)
p-bond interaction. In fact, we here present, to the best of our
knowledge, the first structure in which this motif has been observed. Copper(I)-p-double bond interaction is, however, well
known—even intramolecularly.[13b, 16] The overall coordination
environment around the copper(I) ion in CuLZn can be described as distorted tetrahedral (see also Figure S24). The Cu@C
distances of 2.107(3) and 2.127(3) a represent the h2 coordination mode of one formal double bond of the porphyrin macrocycle occupying one coordination site. Because of the p-backbonding interaction, the C=C bond [C6@C24 = 1.384(4) a, Figure S24] is elongated by about 0.03 a compared to the other
C=C bonds in the porphyrin macrocycle [average 1.354(4) a].
Cu@N distances between the two pyridine nitrogen atoms
(NPy) are surprisingly different with 2.020(2) and 2.114(2) a,
while the bond distance between Cu and tertiary amine nitrogen Nam is only slightly longer [2.191(2) a]. Zinc is coordinated
square pyramidal with the four nitrogen atoms of the porphyrin forming the base (average Zn@Npor distance is 2.05 a) and
one apical oxygen atom from a THF solvent molecule [Zn-O
2.199(2) a]. The bond distances and angles within the porphyrin and xanthene unit (reported in the Supporting Information,

Figure 4. Temperature dependency of 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz) of LZn in CD2Cl2 (top) and CuLZn in [D6]acetone (bottom) with highlighting the strongest splittings/shifts occurring on lowering the temperature (full signal assignment is given in the Supporting Information).
Chem. Eur. J. 2021, 27, 3991 – 3996
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Figure S24) are not exceptional to similar published compounds.[17]
1
H NMR spectra in several deuterated solvents suffer from
line-broadening—especially for the pyridyl related signals (Figures S10, S17–S19). Nevertheless, it is clear that at room temperature always a rather symmetric pattern is observed, which
means that the pyridyl arms and mesityl substituents are indistinguishable (see also Figure 4). It can be noted, however, that
the pyridyl substituents seem to encounter a stronger ring current effect of the nearby porphyrin, because the related signals
show stronger high-field shifts as compared to LZn. Very likely,
fluxional behavior in terms of a quick change of the copper(I)
ion from one side of the porphyrin to the other is the reason
for this observation, though, at the moment, we cannot rule
out possible solvent coordination as competitive reaction; especially in strongly coordinating solvents. Cooling a solution of
Cu
LZn in [D6]acetone causes the disappearance and re-emerging
of signals (at different temperatures though, Figure S20) with
best resolution noticeable at 213 K (Figure 4). With the help of
2D-NMR experiments (e.g., Figure S22), a complete signal assignment was possible. The pyridyl and mesityl substituents
give rise to two sets of signals, which corroborates the results
of the crystal structure analysis and the reduced symmetry due
to copper coordination to one double bond of the porphyrin
macrocycle (Figure S24). There are two broad signals for the
four methylene protons at about 4.2 and 2.9 ppm at room
temperature that split up into four signals at similar chemical
shifts at 213 K (Figure S20). This result indicates that there is
not as much of a ring current effect as observed for these signals in LZn, due to coordination of the copper ion and turning
away of the CH2 groups from the porphyrin plane. The most
striking feature to note is again the strong difference of chemical shifts for the proton signals of the pyridyl substituents
(Figure 4). For H1 there are two new signals at 8.3 and 1.4 ppm
at 213 K, demonstrating that one pyridyl substituent is located
directly above the porphyrin while the other one has almost
no through space interaction with latter, as also demonstrated
in Figure S24.
In order to get a first idea about the redox properties of title
compound CuLZn, cyclic voltammetry experiments were performed (summarized in Table S4). First, LZn was investigated in
THF solution: Two reduction and two oxidation processes are
obvious (Figure S26). The first reduction event at @2.02 V vs.
Fc/Fc + is reversible and based on the porphyrin moiety. All
other redox events are irreversible (which does not change by
increasing the scan rate). In case of CuLZn, three reduction and
three irreversible oxidation processes are observed (Figure S27). Surprisingly, the position of the first two oxidation
events does not change markedly going from LZn to CuLZn. The
first reduction is quasi-reversible, porphyrin-based, and shifted
by about 0.2 V to more positive potential as compared to LZn.
The second reduction process is somehow ill-defined, but partially reversible, while the third reduction at @2.45 V is irreversible. The easier reducibility of the porphyrin macrocycle is very
likely the result of the nearby positively charged copper unit
that exerts a through-space electron-withdrawing effect. At the
moment, we do not have a clear indication of the expected
Chem. Eur. J. 2021, 27, 3991 – 3996
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CuI/CuII couple (reported to be around @0.2 V vs.
Fc/Fc + in CH2Cl2 for a mononuclear analogue),[13c] but it might
be hidden underneath the oxidation wave at about + 0.5 V. Interestingly, there is a wave at @0.5 V arising on the back
(cathodic) scan after passing through the first anodic redox
event(s) (Figure S27), that might be tentatively assigned to the
reduction of an intermediately formed CuII species. The interpretation of the electrochemical results is supported by comparison to the electrochemical data of reference compound
Cu
4, which is obtained by reaction of 4 with [Cu(CH3CN)4]PF6
(see Supporting Information). The first irreversible oxidation of
Cu
4 occurs at a peak potential of 0.11 V vs. Fc/Fc + and is accompanied by a wave at around @0.5 V arising on the back
(cathodic) scan (Figure S29), which fits fairly well to the reported values of similar mononuclear copper complexes.
The copper-zinc distance in CuLZn is about 4.8 a, which is a
suitable distance to allow for a possible cooperative activation
of a substrate molecule, such as dioxygen. Indeed, compound
Cu
LZn is air sensitive: Exposing a solution to air or oxygen results in slow transformation to a paramagnetic species, very
likely a copper(II) species, as has been proven by 1H NMR (in
[D6]acetone ; Figures S31) and electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectroscopy (in CH2Cl2 ; Figure S33). The NMR experiments show slow but steady decrease of the signals for CuLZn
and the development of unspecific new signals. Unfortunately,
broadening does not allow to make any assignments and it
can only be concluded that paramagnetic copper(II) species
evolve after several hours of reaction time. Interestingly, in a
similar experiment compound Cu4 reacts with dioxygen and
after one hour of reaction time, no signals related to the starting compound can be detected (Figure S32).
To our surprise, recrystallization of an oxidized sample of
Cu
LZn, provided crystals that were suitable for X-ray crystallographic characterization. The molecular structure of CuCl2LZn is
shown in Figure S25 and demonstrates that the copper ion is
now in a + 2 oxidation state and a distorted square pyramidal
coordination environment with two additional chloride ligands,
which very likely stem from CH2Cl2 decomposition. Chloride
abstraction from halogenated hydrocarbons is a well-known
phenomenon in copper(I) chemistry.[18] The five-coordinated
copper(II) unit has mononuclear predecessors that were structurally characterized.[19] The t value[20] of 0.10 is similar to the
one reported for the mononuclear counterparts and represents
minor distortion from the square-pyramidal geometry. The oxidation of the copper ion is very likely initiated/assisted by dioxygen as no reaction occurs between CuLZn and CD2Cl2 in
[D6]acetone solution as evidenced by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Karlin and co-workers investigated the O2 activation at a
copper(I) center coordinated by the tridentate ligand dipicolylbenzylamin ([CuI(BzL)(CH3CN)] + ) at @80 8C leading to the formation of a dicopper(III)-bis-m-oxo species.[21] Hence, the reactivity
of CuLZn (as well as Cu4) towards dioxygen was tested further by
UV/Vis spectroscopy to get insight into the initial O2 activation
step: Adding dioxygen to a solution of CuLZn or Cu4 in acetone
either at low temperature or at room temperature led to no
obvious changes. Similarly, addition of KO2 in acetonitrile or
acetone to CuLZn only led to very small, but undefined changes.
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The intense porphyrin absorptions (see also Figure S30) seem
to cover all copper-based changes, which are expected to be
less intense.
These results lead to the assumption that the reactivity of
the copper(I) complex CuLZn is indeed very sluggish, which can
be attributed to the nearby xanthene as well as porphyrin
macrocycle exerting, on the one hand, a steric congestion/protection and, on the other hand, a through-space interaction. It
is important to note, that unreactive copper(I) compounds are
infrequently observed in literature and in most cases steric
crowding and shielded metal frontier orbitals are the reason
for the inactivity towards small molecule, such as dioxygen, activation.[12, 13]
In summary, the proximity of the two metal coordination
fragments allows for the development of new structural motifs
that provides new ideas on why nature chose structural arrangements as it did. In case of CuLZn a retarded reactivity towards dioxygen is observed, probably because of a too strong
interaction/steric shielding between the porphyrin moiety and
the copper N3 side. In the enzyme CcO, the protein environment very likely prevents a CuI-porphyrin-p-bond just because
of this detrimental effect. Nevertheless, ligand L is a very promising platform for the future synthesis and investigation of
hetero-dinuclear complexes that may exhibit novel electronic
properties and reactivities. The exchange of the zinc ion to
iron will give a more suitable metal center to investigate small
molecule activation, which is currently investigated in our
group.
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